PAPA’S ToyHOuse BuiLders
For all Boys and Girls TOYS
Children love to build things and take them apart and rebuild them. These playhouses are the perfect
playmate for all boys and girls, and all of their toys. Papa’s Toyhouses are easily built by children with
“safety” screws, bolts, nuts and tools provided. The kids can build as many toy houses any size they
want, and then use them to play with any or all of their toys for amazing fun together. These toyhouses
can be easily built for girls dolls, boys trucks, and almost every other toy the kids have. Basic building
blocks for any toyhouse design are screwed or bolted together by the children, with their parents and
all their friends. It improves dexterity while having great fun together. This is the perfect exciting gift
for all the family and neighbors. There are endless designs kids can easily build. They are limited only by
the imagination of the kids, and the amount of building blocks needed for the number and size of
playhouses the kids want for any or all of their toys. Included are ramps that go on top of the playhouse
for toy cars and trucks, and many other accessories like interchangeable walls, floors, roofs, toyhouse
names, etc. Papa’s Toyhouse basic toy sets for boys and girls, designed for the basic Papa’s Toyhouse
Builders set is also available if desired. These toyhouse basic building blocks can be constructed of
plastic, recycled plastic, and/or wood.
Papa’s Toyhouse Builders will be sold wherever toys are sold anywhere in the world, as playhouses, and
toy and wall cabinets for the kids toys. These toy stores can sell any of their toys at a discount if Papa’s
Toyhouse Builders set is included. As an incentive, toy store owners will receive a bonus from Papa’s
Toyhouse Builders, larger than Papa’s toy discount that they have provided for their toys bought with
the Papa’s Toyhouse Builders. In addition to Papa’s discount bonus, toy store owners will also receive a
generous portion of the actual profits from every builders set they sell. They will also be sold at all
Home Improvement stores as projects for the parents and kids. Papa’s Toyhouse building blocks for
toyhouses, and toy and wall cabinets can also be built from scratch with the help of a skilled mom or
dad builder, from detailed instructions and materials for toyhouses provided by these home
improvement stores.
The marketing strategy is to have a graphic design of different boys and girls playhouse designs, and
also toy and wall cabinets the children build to store or display all their toys. Prototypes will be made
as necessary to demonstrate various graphic designs that can be made as an example of the toyhouse
builders. There will be real actual videos of Papa and his grandson playing with the toyhouse builders,
and other videos of parents, friends and other children building and playing with the various Papa’s
Toyhouse Builder’s designs. Copyrights, trademarks and/or patents will be obtained as needed.
Proposals with video will be sent to toy stores and home improvement stores everywhere to secure
purchase orders. Recycled products can be a great marketing tool if they can be produced at these
maximum margins.

More Papa’s Builders

Papa’s Builders Accessories, Toys, Clothes, and Furniture

Included with Basic Sets. Papa’s Builder’s Basic Set includes easy to attach toyhouse front, back and
side walls with doors and windows, ceilings, roofs, and ramps for toys. Also included are Papa’s Builder
robots, Papa’s John and Jane, or other named Builder dolls, Papa’s Builder basic outfits with matching
vests and tool belts for the dolls, kids, and parents, and basic Builder robots.
Additional Accessories Available. Additional Papa’s Builder’s accessories include almost an unlimited
selection of Papa’s Builder toys for boys and girls playhouses. Examples are John and Jane sports cars,
racing cars, large trucks and building construction trucks and toys, farm and ranch toys, race track toys,
various kinds of toy furniture for any design of boy or girls toyhouse, toy swimming pools, dinosaurs,
space toys etc. Almost any theme for any set of toys for Papa’s Builder Playhouses can be purchased
through special orders. Papa’s Builders will sub-contract with toymakers to provide generous shared
profits for any clothes or toymaker sets sold with Papa’s Builder Sets.
Papa’s Builder Cabinets, Chairs, Tables and Playground Toys. The basic building blocks used for all of
Papa’s Builders can also be used to build desks, toy and wall cabinets to store or display the kids toys,
kids and adult chairs and tables, and playground toys for sandboxes, forts and other fun outside toys
and equipment. It can even be used to build storage and workshop cabinets for mom and dad.
Designs and Instructions are included for all of Papa’s Builder’s.
See Sketches attached

